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Jared Kushner 666
Where did Jared Kushner suddenly come from? We never heard or knew anything about
this strange, smiling Jew before ʻThe Election Campaign of the Century.ʼ He reminds me
of some sort of icky, reptilian thing. No coincidence that he owns a building numbered, 666.
Allegations have come forth suggesting very nefarious research and development is taking
place there to help effect a terrible agenda to wipe out a very large number of White
People. RFID technologies are supposedly being developed in that mysterious building
in Jew York. These are the technologies <<<they>>> want to implant in everybody so all
your movements, thoughts, your entire being can be externally controlled and you are
rendered into something resembling an automaton. We already know about the plethora of
mind control technologies being foisted on us; how Manchurian Candidates are made, it is
no wonder to us that very malfeasant R & D is being conducted in a building with that
infamous number on it; a number first used to demonize the Emperor Nero; whose name in
Hebrew spells the number, 666 and so the number came to be associated with The Devil,
since Nero was hell bent to cover his tracks for burning down old Rome; a disgusting,
verminous squalor of decrepit tenements with a massive sewage problem. The fact the
Emperor burned thousands of human beings in the process, was not really a factor to his
way of thinking. Indeed, for one night garden party he had 1000 slaves garroted and then
used for torches to light up the event. Other human manifestations have also been credited
with that number, including those who never deserved to have that number attached to their
glorious name; such as, Adolf Hitler.
So, now we have this Jared Kushner chap who is assuming all kinds of powerful offices in
the American Administration without any qualifications, no elections, nothing. He is just this
Jew who showed up and somehow married Donald Trumpʼs daughter and has children with
her. The entire situation is very strange and does not bode well for the nation; a nation in the
beginning stages of a revolution. It is our opinion that mass hysteria has been induced into
the American population, much of which has been very deliberately dumbed down with a
Judified Public Education System where the Goyim are taught very differently than the way
Jewish children are taught in their schools; the Talmud/Torah indoctrination centers where
Jewish children are infected with the Jewish myths and desire to: lie, cheat, steal, and even
kill Goyim. Jared Kushner is of the tribe that believes those admonitions to be from God.
The problem is, the God of the Jews is Lucifer, whose Batman is named, Satan and whose
number is also, 666. Is it possible that Jared Kushner is the Son of Satan? Remember,
Satan is very subtle and very persuasive, and oh, so charming. Now that the revered
nation of the Brave and the Free has been reduced to a nation of crazy people, Jared is
smiling that smile. You know what we mean. That smile which is so unsettling and creepy.
What do you think?

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE USS FITZGERALD?
That story was covered over very quickly, wouldnʼt you agree? An attempted False Flag is
effected and the evidence is very quickly covered up. How long was that story up? One
week? So, now the story is even more fishy, in our opinion. Again we see no
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accountability brought forward and the story is buried even though over a hundred sailors
were likely killed. Remember, the hull was buckled in the incident and that means, there was
something holding the ship rigid on the opposite side of the crash. Just contemplate
simple physics and vessels at sea, bobbing on salt water. Do an experiment in your bath
tub and take your cargo boat and crash it amidship of your much smaller toy missile
destroyer and see what happens.

Muslims, Muslimas, and You
They want to kill you. They do not like your Western Ways. In fact, they are very
racist monsters who firmly believe that everyone who is not like them is an inferior thing
which must be exterminated by torture and murder. Muslims are the only ones who make it
to Islamic Paradise. There are no Muslimas there. So, why they subscribe to the
psychopathy is difficult to come to grips with. And, the only way for a Muslim to get into
Paradise, where he can enjoy young boys, dressed in green, and ʻbashful virginsʼ the
colour of coral or red as rubies, is to kill infidels. The only girls that I know of who are the
colour of corals are White girls who become red as rubies when baked, naked in a slave
market in the Middle East, or possibly in your town square within the next number of years if
you continue to allow this Islamic abomination to invade your nation and subject you to their
twisted version of law called, Sharia.
You have to be extremely vigilant now that Muslims are invading your towns and
cities. They think that their psychopathy is superior to our Western, Christian Culture. Of
course, if one does but a modicum of research you will quickly learn that those supposedly
superior Arabic Islamic beings are not in any way superior but are a very dangerous, pre
Medieval cult of psychopaths and pedophiles. The only Muslims to make it to Paradise
are ultra Muslims and they have to torture and kill all infidels, the more the better their
chances of making it to a place where their Allah is not even present; because it is not very
sociable, preferring to be alone. Indeed, Allah has no sons. So, whatever the relationship
is between a Muslim and his god is very bizarre, made especially so because Allah is
capricious. One never knows when one will get it, even if the Muslim has been a good
follower of the Satanic Verses and spent a goodly portion of his life debasing himself on his
knees.
Islamic culture is not superior to ours and we White Christians must realize that they
are here to commit mayhem and murder once they hit a critical mass. Their mosques are
weapons cashes to be used against us with extreme prejudice and no remorse. There is
no such thing as a peaceful Muslim. The only difference between a radical Muslim and a
moderate Muslim is: the former will cut off your head whilst the latter holds your feet.
WHITE PEOPLE WAKE UP! THE JEWS WANT TO KILL YOU
USING MUSLIM WAR DOGS TO EFFECT THE CRIME
WHILST <<<THEY>>> HIDE IN THE SHADOWS.
You can Listen to Our Awesome Editor on Rense Radio or on the Andrew Carrington
Hitchcock Show. Look for the links listing: Gertjan Zwiggelaar. Jeff Rense Radio Archives
are a superb investment into your mind. The subscription price is well worth it since there
are literally 1000s of hours of interviews with incredible people. Andrewʼs links are a free
service at this time.
You can donate us some money, if you like what we are doing: Paypal: gertjan@shaw.ca
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